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Purchase Agreement & Contract for a Pet Quality Golden Retriever Puppy 
 

 

 

The Following Sale and Contract is Entered Into Between 

 

Seller:         Buyer: ___________________________ 

Amanda Sonnier DL#                                      _________________________________  

          _________________________________ 

          DL#:  ____________________________ 

                   Address  __________________________ 

                    _________________________________              

         Phone ____________________________ 

Email: Auberginegoldens@gmail.com    Email  ____________________________ 

         

This agreement between Buyer and Seller, dated ______________________, is contract for the purchase 

of a pet quality Puppy from Seller. From this point on, Seller is also known as Breeder and Puppy is also 

known as Dog. Seller/Breeder and Buyer will hereinafter collectively be known as the Parties.   

 

The Parties agree to the following Terms and Conditions: 

 

Litter Theme:    ___________________________ 

Sire of Litter:     ___________________________ 

Dam of Litter:      ___________________________ 

 

Litter Registration Number:  ___________________________ 

 

Puppy Microchip Number:    ___________________________  

Sex:        ___________________________ 

Date of Birth:     ___________________________ 

 

 

            Total Purchase Price:     $3,000.00                            

Amount of Deposit:      $1,000.00                    

Amount Due at Pickup: $2,000.00     

Date of Pickup: ___________________________ 

 

**NO SHIPPING AT THIS TIME** 
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1) Pet Quality Puppy: This puppy is sold expressly for the purpose of companionship and is not 

intended for breeding or conformation showing. YOU MAY NOT SHOW said dog in conformation 

events, but you do have the option to compete in obedience, agility, FastCAT, dock diving, hunting 

events, or any other working venue approved by breeder.  

 

2)  Health Guarantee: Breeder warrants that the above-described Dog is in good health, to the best of 

the Breeder’s knowledge, at the time the Buyer assumes possession. A health record of all age-

appropriate vaccinations and dewormings is provided by the Breeder in the puppy packet. Puppy has had 

a physical exam by a licensed veterinarian between 6-8 weeks of age as listed on health record. Buyer 

agrees that a licensed veterinarian will examine Puppy within seventy-two (72) hours of receipt from 

Breeder.  If the veterinarian determines that Puppy is ill or unacceptable, the Buyer may return Puppy 

within this 72-hour period for a full refund.  Puppy must be returned in the same condition as it was at 

the time of purchase.  If Puppy is returned due to illness, a letter of verification written by Buyer’s 

veterinarian, on stationary displaying his/her letterhead is required.  The Buyer is responsible for all 

costs incurred in returning Puppy to Breeder.  The refund is limited to the purchase price of Puppy 

($3,000.00), this does not include any veterinary, shipping, or any other expense incurred by Buyer.  

Breeder reserves the right to have Puppy examined by Breeder’s veterinarian upon return. All fees 

incurred by breeder will be deducted from original puppy price.  
 

3)  Responsible Care: Buyer agrees to care for Dog in a responsible manner. Buyer must provide a 

proper environment that includes adequate exercise in a safe, fenced area, never to be tied or chained, 

with clean water and adequate shade and shelter to protect from the elements. Buyer agrees that Dog 

will reside at the home of Buyer and agrees that Dog will sleep inside of Buyer’s residence at night. Dog 

must receive proper grooming and a veterinarian recommended food of sufficient quality and quantity to 

keep Dog in optimum condition. Any changes in dog’s food will need to be approved by breeder in 

writing. Food can cause several issues in Goldens from heart disease to hip/elbow dysplasia. We require 

all puppies and adults to be on Purina Pro Plan 30/20 formula, Royal Canin Golden Retriever puppy 

Formula, Eukanuba Performance, or Victor performance. Please check with your breeder if you wish to 

feed a different formula. Dog must receive proper veterinary care with veterinarian-recommended 

immunizations and health care program with preventative heartworm medication and worming 

throughout its lifetime. Dog shall not at any age be used for purposes of vivisection and not be sold by 

or to a "wholesale" establishment or any chain store, catalog house, pet store or "puppy mill," or offered 

as a prize in a raffle or auction. 

 

4)  Exposure and Socialization: Buyer also promises that before Puppy has received his / her first two 

DHPP shots, to (a) keep this puppy safe from public places and kept only within their residence or 

backyard, and (b) to not take the puppy to public parks or allow visiting animals, which can bring in a 

disease. Buyer agrees to make reasonable efforts to attend puppy class and obedience classes with Puppy 

and provide proper socialization opportunities for Puppy as soon as possible after Puppy has received 

his / her first two DHPP shots. Any other courses or exhibitions are strongly encouraged to help provide 

proper stimulation and socialization of Dog and bonding between Buyer and Dog. Buyer agrees to notify 

Breeder of any and all titles earned by the Puppy throughout his/her life. 

 

5)  Hereditary and Environmental Faults: Buyer acknowledges that Breeder strives to produce 

genetically sound puppies by only breeding Golden Retrievers who have been screened for the genetic 

defects recommended by the GRCA and that due to hereditary and environmental causes of such faults, 

no guarantee will be given against them. Even with reasonable precautions to prevent this dog from 

acquiring faults including, but not limited to hip dysplasia, sub-aortic stenosis, OCD, and epilepsy, faults 

are still able to occur.  
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6)  Health Guarantee/ Puppy Replacement: if Puppy has severe hip dysplasia or elbow dysplasia that 

renders it unfit to live as a pet animal, requiring it to be put to sleep, a replacement puppy will be given 

when available, but may not be from the same breeding. Under no circumstances will any monies be 

refunded. Breeder will first require documentation from the appropriate board-certified specialists, with 

test results and weight record from puppyhood signed by veterinarian. All tests will be done at Buyer’s 

expense. These tests will be done by 24 months of age and all by a Board Certified Orthopedic 

Veterinarian, with Breeder having the option to a second, unassociated veterinarian opinion of Breeder’s 

choice. This guarantee is good up until 24 months old.  If the puppy develops severe dysplasia which 

would render it unfit to be a pet as a result of some sort of experience or environmental hazard, e.g. 

some sort of fall or injury, this will nullify this guarantee. ALL vet records will be released to breeder in 

the event buyer is requesting replacement puppy.  

7)  Monitoring and recording weight: Buyer agrees to make reasonable efforts to have Buyer’s 

veterinarian weigh Puppy each time Puppy is taken for a veterinarian visit and to make sure Puppy’s 

weight is noted on Puppy’s chart each time. Breeder doing genetic screenings on parents is one way to 

increase the chance of a healthy life for its offspring. However, environment also plays a role in 

increasing these chances. Therefore, we expect Buyer to do their part by keeping Dog slim and within 

the targeted weights. If Dog is overweight, which puts undue stress on their rapidly growing bones, 

this will nullify this guarantee. (We may seem very strict on this point, but you would be surprised 

how many people say they understand yet let their pet get overweight.  Please no jogging until the 

growth plates are complete at around 2 years old. Swimming is great exercise, as is chasing balls and 

walking, but no heavy roadwork, running, or bicycling).  

8)  Spaying / Neutering. Buyer agrees to have dog spayed / neutered between 18-24 months of age 

and submit a signed veterinarian certificate to Breeder as proof of alteration prior to receiving 

registration papers. If the female is spayed before 18 months of age or the male is neutered before 24 

months of age, all warranties and guarantees contained herein shall be considered null and void.  

 

Females are required to go through at least (1) heat cycle before spay, 

preferably (2) heat cycles if possible. This is for the health of the female.  
 

9) AKC Registration: The Breeder requires that the Puppy be registered with the AKC and that his 

registered name has the Breeders kennel name “Aubergine” prefix, followed by a name in accord with a 

specified theme.  The theme for this litter is on the first page of this contract. A copy of the AKC 

registration receipt will be sent to the Breeder. This paragraph may be amended if both parties agree in 

advance of registration. Buyer expressly agrees that this GR may only be registered with the American 

Kennel Club under Limited Registration, except as otherwise expressly provided herein. Puppies are 

prohibited from being registered by any other registry other than AKC. If puppy is dual registered by 

any other registry other than AKC, this will be considered a breach of contract and will assess a penalty 

of $10,000.00.  

10)  Breeding: Buyer agrees that this pet quality puppy is sold expressly for the purpose of 

companionship and is not intended for breeding. Dog must not be used for any breeding of purebred 

Golden Retrievers, mixed breed offspring of any type, including, but not limited to any “designer” or 

“doodle” puppies. In the event this agreement is broken, Buyer is subject to Penalty as listed below; in 

addition, a $10,000.00 fee shall be levied and made payable to Breeder. This fee shall be binding upon 

the Buyer. If Buyer is seeking a show quality puppy for show and breeding purposes, this must be one of 

the first discussions upon inquiring on a puppy to ensure that Breeder is able to pick the best puppy 

possible to represent the future of the breed. In addition to the difference in purchase price, a separate 

contract must be signed to ensure that any breeding will be done responsibility, according to the GRCA 

Breeding Code of Ethics. NO BREEDING WILL BE ALLOWED WITH THIS PUPPY.  
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GENERAL 

11)  Breeder’s Right of First Refusal: Breeder hopes that Dog will be able to stay with Buyer for the 

duration of its life. However, Buyer will notify Breeder first if, for any reason, Buyer no longer wants 

or is unable to keep Dog.  This obligation applies at any time during the life of Dog. Breeder will be 

offered the first opportunity to take possession of Dog to either keep or place in a suitable home. Once 

Buyer agrees to return the Dog to Breeder, Buyer agrees to relinquish all legal ownership of Dog, 

including, but not limited to, the successful execution of any and all necessary paperwork required by 

the AKC to transfer ownership solely to Breeder.  

12)  Unconditional Return of Dog:  Buyer agrees that if Buyer is not able to care for Dog in any area of 

its life at any time, which includes proper housing, training, veterinary care, or the Buyer’s lifestyle 

changes and Dog no longer has a place in it, then Dog and registration certificate(s) with appropriate 

signatures are to be returned to Breeder at Buyer’s expense. No monetary compensation will be offered 

to the Buyer. Breeder agrees to take Dog back from Buyer at any time, without condition. Buyer is 

responsible for all costs incurred in returning Dog to Breeder. If Buyer elects to return Dog to Breeder, 

Buyer agrees to relinquish all legal ownership of Dog, including, but not limited to, the successful 

execution of any and all necessary paperwork required by the AKC to transfer ownership solely to 

Breeder. 

13)  No Right to Transfer Ownership of Dog/ Microchipping:  Buyer will not transfer any ownership 

interest in Dog (by sale or otherwise) or permanent physical possession of Dog to any third party 

without written consent of Breeder.  Dog must never be sold to a pet shop, pet agent or broker, nor 

relinquished to an animal shelter or rescue organization. Dog may not be sold outside the US and 

Canada without written permission from Breeder. Breeder is available to help find Dog a new home if 

necessary. Buyer agrees that puppy will be microchipped before leaving breeder and registered to the 

buyer, with the BREEDER listed as a secondary form of contact. This is in no way changed at any time 

during the life of the dog unless otherwise discussed in an amendment to this contract in writing.  

 

14)  Change of Address:  Buyer agrees to notify Breeder within thirty (30) days of any change in 

address of the Buyer.  This obligation extends throughout the life of Dog. 

 

15) Special Notes/Requirements: 

1) In order that the breeder maintain a quality breeding program, buyer agrees to notify breeder 

immediately of any serious health concerns or behavioral issues regarding this puppy/dog and 

advise the breeder of the cause of death when the dog reaches the end of their life. 

2) Any & All surgeries for the life of the dogs life should be discussed with breeder. Any & ALL 

diagnosed issues with puppy/adult need to be discussed with breeder before treatment (if 

possible). I understand in emergency situations I may not be able to be contacted but require an 

attempt to call breeder with any serious issues. This includes Spay, intestinal blockage, hip 

dysplasia, elbow dysplasia, Panosteitis, cancer, tumors, growths, & etc.  

3) Buyer must contact breeder at least twice a year by phone, email or letter with information about 

said puppy.  Pictures are always appreciated!  

4) Buyer agrees to contact breeder with any questions or problems he or she may have for the life of 

the dog. Vet report is required for any serious issue that arises for the life of the dog. Please 

contact breeder with any suggestions when using antibiotics, steroids, & pain medication.  

5) The buyer will immediately notify the breeder of any AKC, CGC or GRCA titles earned  

6) Buyer agrees to keep puppy on a high protein food until 20 weeks of age. The recommended 

foods are (Purina Pro Plan, Royal Canin Golden Retriever Formula, Eukanuba, or Victor).  

Please notify breeder if you plan to change puppy’s food at any time. “Grain free” products are 

never an option. 
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LEGAL SUMMARY 

 

The penalty in the event of breach of contract, especially in the case of physical or breeding abuse, 

Breeder is authorized to physically remove dog from possession of Buyer at any expense, this will be 

paid for by Buyer. In addition, a $10,000.00 fee shall be levied and made payable to Breeder. This fee 

shall be binding upon the Buyer. Buyer agrees that ANY UNAUTHORIZED BREEDING OF 

GOLDEN RETRIEVER would directly damage Sellers established reputations. For the above reasons, 

Buyer acknowledges the reasonableness of the liquidated damage and voluntarily agrees to the same. In 

addition, Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller for all attorney fees and costs incurred to resolve such 

matters, regardless of whether litigation is or is not commenced. 
 

Seller Initial ________        Buyer Initial _______ 

 

 Each party to this contract also agrees to hold harmless the other party in the event of any lawsuit brought 

because of the actions of Dog while in the sole possession of offending party. 

 

Any and all expenses, including court costs and reasonable attorney fees, in enforcing the terms and provisions of 

the Contract, will be paid by guilty party. Upon release of papers to breeder and return of Dog to breeder, both 

parties are released from any further obligations under this Agreement. 

 

This contract shall be governed under the laws of the State of Texas. Any conflict of issues, either in equity or 

law, shall be adjudicated in Hardin County, Silsbee, State of Texas. This Agreement is made and signed by all 

parties to ensure the well-being and protection of Dog. 

 

Parties agree there are no other warranties or guarantees, expressed or implied. Any changes will be written and 

signed as an addendum.  

 

I have read, understand, & willfully agree to the above said terms & conditions. The undersigned agree that all 

parts and portions thereof constitute a binding agreement and agree to uphold all covenants of this agreement as 

of this day: 

Signed By: ____________________________________________ Date: _____________  

 

Print Name: ______________________________________ (BUYER)  

 

Signed By: ____________________________________________ Date: _____________  

 

Print Name: ______________________________________ (BUYER)  

 

Signed By: ____________________________________________ Date: _____________  

 

Print Name: ______________________________________ (BREEDER)  

 

Signed By: ____________________________________________ Date: _____________  

 

Print Name: ______________________________________ (BREEDER)  
Congratulations on the new addition to your family! As your Goldens breeder, we are here for you to contact 

with any questions regarding the developing growth stages of your puppy or for any other questions along 

his or her lifetime. We love hearing how our Goldens are doing; so, please send pictures and updates as often 

as possible.  

We hope that you agree & understand that all of the above contract stipulations are solely for 

the protection of our Goldens and the overall Golden Retriever breed.  


